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I N T R O D U C T I O N
Much of the early work on the genetics of natural populations concentrated
on features of the phenotype which vary in a discrete way and are easily
recognized in individuals. The Mendelian genetics of such conspicuous
polymorphisms could be investigated and their effects on survival and
lit ness in a range of environments examined in the field or the laboratory.
These studies in ecological genetics, when placed in the context of the
development of the theory of population genetics, led to important insights
about the frequent occurrence of strong natural selection and of adap-
tation to local environments (Ford 1975). Survey work following the
development in the late 19608 of gel electrophoresis to investigate poly-
morphisms in enzymes demonstrated that very high levels of genetic
variation are present in most natural populations, although the significance
of much of this variability for adaptive processes is unclear (Lewontin
1974). Application of the modern technology of recombinant DNA has
emphasized the high diversity which occurs at the level of nucleotide
sequences in the DNA coding for particular genes. However, differences
in phenotype between individuals in natural populations are usually of a
quantitative rather than a discontinuous kind. Continuous variation of the
sort influenced by variation at many genes is central to smooth adaptive
responses to environmental change whether involving morphological,
physiological, behavioural or life-history traits. Much of the current interest
in evolutionary processes in natural populations is concerned with studies
of such quantitative traits.
The present review examines the relevance of this development of an
understanding of the genetics of natural populations to problems in the
management and conservation of populations of invertebrates. It was not
unt i l around the time of the earlier symposium on conservation organized
by the British Ecological Society that the vital contribution that genetics
had to make to conservation biology was recognized (Berry 1971). The
last decade has seen a rapidly developing awareness that genetic variation
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should be considered when developing management programmes for in-
vertebrates or other organisms (Soule & Wilcox 1980; Frankel & Soule
1981; Schonewald-Cox et al. 1983; Soûle 1986, 1987). Populations should
not be considered solely as assemblages of similar individuals but rather
of individuals which vary in genotype and phenotype, and thus which are
likely to differ in their fitness and evolutionary potential for adaptation to
environmental change.
Observations on the dynamics of natural populations have shown that
most are subject to variation in numbers between generations; extreme
fluctuations have been monitored in many studies. Population geneticists
have analysed the ways in which changes in numbers may influence
genetic variation within populations. This led to the realization that a
random sampling process, known as genetic drift, is likely to lead to loss
of genetic variation when populations become small and that this may
decrease their subsequent ability to respond adaptively to environmental
change. This review will concentrate on the effects of genetic drift
to examine the problem of how much emphasis need be placed in a
management programme on maintaining substantial population sizes to
minimize loss of genetic variation. Attention will also be given to particular
features applying to -systems of interacting local populations or meta-
populations. Cited population studies mostly concern species of terrestrial
invertebrates, especially insects.
Many of the issues discussed in this review are also relevant to policy
development in programmes involving captive breeding and introduction
or reintroduction of invertebrates, although these will not be covered
specifically here (see Bartlett 1985; Hedrick 19893). There are, for example,
suggestions that the success of insect introductions decreases as a function
of time spent in captivity (e.g. Myers & Sabath 1981). Invertebrates in
general will be comparatively sensitive to such problems because of their
short generation time. Problems associated with artificial selection, in-
breeding, small numbers and high variance in offspring number commonly
occur in captive breeding. Artificial selection associated with the inevi-
table difference between captive and field environments is the only problem
which is largely irrelevant to the management of natural populations.
CONSPICUOUS P O L Y M O R P H I S M AND LOCAL
ADAPTATION
Genetic polymorphism is the occurrence in the same population of two or
more alleles at one gene locus, each with appreciable frequency (often
arbitrarily set at >o-oi or >o-o5, see Ford 1975 and Cavalli-Sforza &
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Bodmer 1971). Polymorphisms in which distinct forms or phenotypes of
the colour pattern or external morphology occur have been extensively
studied in species of invertebrates, especially among the Lepidoptera anil
Mollusca (see Ford 1975). Many such colour polymorphisms, including
melanism in moths and some other arthropods, are determined by fully
dominant or recessive alleles at single 'major' genes. Dominance may,
however, be incomplete (see Fig. 3.4) and other polymorphisms depend
on allelic variation at more than one locus sometimes with epistatic inter-
actions between the genes at different loci (Fig. 3.1). Many instances of
spatial or temporal variation in the frequency of alleles controlling colour
polymorphism have been documented (Endler 1986). Sometimes allcle
frequencies can change sharply over remarkably short distances
(e.g. Wolda 1969) or over short periods of time (see Figs 3.2 and 3.4).
Although it has been argued justifiably that the nature and intensity of
natural selection and other processes which influence the evolution of
colour polymorphisms are not representative of those associated with
other patterns of genetic variation (Lewontin 1974), tneir study has led to
comparatively well-understood examples of the evolution of adaptations
to local, specialized environments by natural selection (see e.g. Endler
1986; Brakefield 1987). The rapid spread of melanism through many British
populations of the peppered moth Riston betularia in response to the
effects of air pollution has been particularly well-documented; the domi-
nant carbonaria allele controlling the black phenotype first being recorded
in Manchester in 1848 (Lees 1981). Air pollution is toxic to epiphytic
lichens and darkens the tree bark on which the moths rest. The relative
conspicuousness to bird predators of the pale and dark moths is, therefore,
changed so that the dark melanics are favoured in industrial environments.
Some such evolutionary responses have been dependent on the initial
availability of appropriate genetic variation within populations. The
absence of such variability, either in the form of gene mutations or rare
alleles, may account for the lack of melanism as an adaptation to indu-
strial environments in certain other species of moths in northern Europe
(Kettlewell 1973).
Some urban populations of the peppered moth and of other insects
such as the two-spot ladybird Adalia bipunctata are now experiencing
rapid declines in melanie frequency apparently in response to decreases in
air pollution (Fig. 3.2). The associated selective disadvantages to melanics
have been estimated as about 10%, illustrating how environmental change
can result in intense natural selection and rapid evolutionary responses
(Cook, Mani & Varley 1986; Brakefield & Lees 1987). The short generation
time of many invertebrates will tend to lead to more opportunity to
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FKI. 3.1. Genetics of a conspicuous polymorphism involving an cpistatic interaction between
unlinked genes (from Liebcrt & Brakcficld 1990). Colour variation of the hindwings of the
jersey tiger moth ('allimorpha quadnpunclana is illustrated: red moths, dark shading;
orange moths, light shading; yellow moths, unshaded wings Uns variat ion is controlled by
two allclcs with complete dominance at each of two loci, R and Y. The sixteen genotypes
expected in the offspring of a cross of double hétérozygotes arc shown giving an expected
segregation of 9 red : 3 orange : 4 yellow. Epistasis occurs since the phcnotype of moths
with particular genotypes at the K locus is dependent on the genotype at the Y locus. Thus,
moths of the yy genotype are yellow irrespective of their genotype at the K locus. The map
shows that polymorphic populations of this moth only occur in the extreme north west of
the species' range (sec Brakeficld & Liebert 1985).
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FIG. 3.2. Examples of adaptive responses to environmental ehange involving genetic
polymorphisms. Solid lines show rcecnt declines in the frequency of black or melanic forms
of the peppered moth Biston helularia near Liverpool and of the two-spot ladybird beetle
Adalia bipunclata in Birmingham. The declines arc associated with falls in air pollution as
shown by records from nearby monitoring stations ("hannes in crypsis arc involved in the
case of the bark-resting moth while the ladybirds are probably influenced by changes in the
screening effect of smoke on insolation (after Brakcficld 1987).
'track' rapid changes in the environment with adaptive responses. Melanic
polymorphisms also illustrate how the spatial scale of environmental
change can interact with rates of migration and population structure to
influence the pattern of adaptation. While the peppered moth, which is
highly vagile and has comparatively uniform population densities, shows
very smooth transitions or clines in melanic frequency between industrial
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and rural regions, the scalloped hazel Odontoptera bidcntata which is
sedentary and colonial, shows marked local differentiation in melanic
frequency in urban areas (Bishop, Cook & Muggleton 1978). It is also
clear that the establishment and maintenance of melanism is not only
dependent on selective visual prédation by birds and differences in colour
pattern. The melanic genes have other, pleiotropic, effects on the pheno-
type, for example on development rate or the tolerance of pathogens
(Brakefield 1987).
The availability of a particular allele may sometimes enable populations
of a species to adapt to, or survive in a particular environment; a newly
arisen melanic form of the rosy minor moth Mcsoligia literosa ap-
peared to lead to the recolonization of the heavily polluted centre of
Sheffield by this species in the mid-19405 following its earlier dis-
appearance (Kettlewell 1973). The shorter-term survival of populations
of concern to conservationists is seldom likely to depend on the pre-
sence or absence of allelic variation at the genetic loci controlling con-
spicuous polymorphisms. However, such polymorphisms, especially
where they involve local adaptations, should be considered in policy
development. The striking polymorphism for bright red, orange or
yellow hindwings in the jersey tiger moth Callimorpha (=Euplagia)
quadripunctaria provides a clear example (Fig. 3.1). This arctiid moth is
warningly coloured and well-protected against birds. It is, therefore,
expected to be influenced by strong stabilizing selection and to exhibit
monomorphism and a particular, effective warning colour. Only those
populations in the extreme north-west margin of the species1 extensive
distribution are polymorphic. Field studies suggested that stabilizing
selection may be relaxed because of reduced diurnal activity by the moth
in this cooler region. Climatic factors probably also influence the variation
via pleiotropic effects of the genes which are important in this specialized,
marginal environment (Brakefield & Liebert 1985). Similar arguments
concerning populations of particular evolutionary interest can be applied
to zones of hybridization (Hewitt 1988) and groups of populations with
the taxonomie status of subspecies or races.
Three major forms of natural selection are commonly recognized:
directional selection favours an extreme expression of a trait; stabilizing
selection favours an intermediate expression and disruptive selection
simultaneously favours more than one phenotype. Stabilizing or optimizing
selection tends to reduce genetic variance. In a population at equilibrium
there may be a balance between such selection and gene mutation (e.g.
Lande & Barrowclough 1987). Selection which is frequency-dependent is
probably of particular significance in maintaining genetic variation in
natural populations (Clarke 1979; Endler 1986). Frequency dependence
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occurs when the relative fitness of a particular genotype is a function of its
frequency in the population. If the fitness is highest when the genotype is
rare, variation will tend to be maintained. Colour polymorphisms in
Batesian mimics, such as the butterflies Papilio dardamis and P. mi-innon
L. provide especially clear examples involving this form of selection (Ford
'975- Turner 1984). Variation is also expected to be maintained when
hétérozygote genotypes have a higher relative fitness than homozygotes.
The importance of such heterozygous advantage for the various classes of
polymorphism remains controversial (e.g. Soule 1980; Allendorf & Leary
1986; Endler 1986). There are few examples which are based on unequi-
vocal data. Variation in the direction of selection within populations,
either in space or time, can also maintain genetic variation (see Hedrick
1986, I989b; Hoekstra 1975).
CRYPTIC POLYMORPHISM
AND ALLOZYME VARIATION
The majority of invertebrates exhibit no conspicuous polymorphisms, but
surveys of variation at structural genes coding for enzymes consistently
demonstrate extensive polymorphism. Allelic variation of such a gene
determines different forms of an enzyme (allozymes) which can be assayed
using gel electrophoresis. Where possible, surveys of allozyme variants
should be backed up by checks of their patterns of inheritance. The
expression of some enzyme systems in invertebrates is known to be
influenced by diet (e.g. Oxford 1975; Klarenburg et al. 1988) and in other
cases, phenotypes may differ among developmental stages or tissue types
(Colgan 1989). The application of more recently developed recombinant
DNA technology to analyse both nuclear and mitochondrial DNA sequences
directly has emphasized the variation present between individuals in
structural genes, as well as in non-coding regions of the DNA (see Ayala
!9#4; Ouinn & White 1987). Genetic variation at the level of the DNA is
evidently substantially more extensive than that detected by electrophoresis
(e.g. for the alcohol dehydrogenase locus f Adhj; see Krietman & Aguadé
1986). The general significance of this variation for processes of adaptation
is unclear (Lewontin 1974; Dover 1986; Hedrick et al. 1986; Eanes 1987).
Studies of a small number of enzyme polymorphisms have provided
evidence that allele frequencies can be influenced by natural selection and
that populations in particular ecological environments can exhibit predict-
ably high frequencies of particular alleles controlling allozymes with specific
biochemical properties. Two well-worked examples are Adh in Droso-
phila (Van Delden 1982) and phosphoglucoisomerase (PGI) in Colias
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butterflies (Watt 1977; Watt, Cassin & Swan 1983; Watt, Carter & Blower
1985). The Adh gene has a central role in ethanol detoxification, and
genotypes which increase flux through this pathway are more common in
wineries and survive better on media containing alcohol. The PGI system
provides compelling evidence that heterozygous genotypes are favoured
in some populations, thus tending to maintain the genetic variation. The
allozymes of PGI differ in their thermal stability and in their effectiveness
as catalysts involved in glycolysis and energy metabolism; these differences
influencing mating success, survival and other components of fitness in
natural populations. In contrast, many studies of variability in other
enzymes have failed to provide convincing evidence of any influence
on fitness (see Endler 1986). Many, perhaps most, alleles controlling
allozymes probably have a negligible, or no effect on fitness under the
prevailing environmental conditions; thus, they are neutral or effectively
neutral.
M E A S U R E S OF H E T E R O Z Y G O S I T Y
AND ALLELIC DIVERSITY
The extent of variation at enzyme loci which is detectable through
electrophoretic mobility has been surveyed for various classes of animals
by Powell (1975), Selander (1976), Ncvo (1978) and Nevo, Beiles & Ben-
Shlomo (1984). The proportion of loci which are polymorphic (P) in
invertebrates averages about 40% which is nearly twice as high as in
vertebrates. Similarly, the mean heterozygosity of around 12% is about
three times higher. In a population which is in Hardy-Weinberg pro-
portions the amount of heterozygosity at a locus (//) is the probability
that two randomly chosen alleles are different:
H = i - 2 fi
where p, is the frequency of the ith allele. In practice, there are several
ways in which this can be estimated: from observed frequencies of hétéro-
zygotes, from expected frequencies (assuming Hardy—Weinberg pro-
portions) or from allele frequency data. The mean heterozygosity (H) in
a population is usually calculated for a number of loci. It is equivalent to
the mean proportion of individuals which are heterozygous when averaged
across all loci surveyed. Again, it can be estimated in different ways, each
of which influences the amount of variance associated with the parameter.
If a population is not in Hardy-Weinberg proportions because,
for example, matings between relatives are common, the observed
heterozygosity may not reflect closely the amount of genetic variation
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or genie diversity in the population. However, in most outbreeding
animal populations, genotypes at enzyme loci are near Hardy-Weinberg
proportions.
An estimate of heterozygosity for a representative survey of some
twenty or so enzymes in a sample is unlikely to be closely correlated with
overall genomic heterozygosity (Chakraborty 1981; Hedrick et al. 1986).
Thus, it cannot be recommended as a general indicator of genetic variation
or, in a broader sense, of fitness. Heterozygosity also provides little
information about allelic diversity, either with respect to the number of
alleles (/?) or the distribution of allele frequencies (Allendorf 1986; Fuerst
& Maruyama 1986). In particular. // is highly dependent on the frequencies
of the common alleles and, conversely, it is very insensitive to the pres-
ence or absence of rare alleles. Many alleles within natural populations
are only represented at low or very low frequencies: allele frequency
distributions tend to be U- or J-shaped (Chakraborty, Fuerst & Nei
1980). Rare alleles could provide the potential for adaptive responses to
novel environments; examples are known from studies of responses of
populations to man-made changes in their environment (Bishop & Cook
1981). In such cases populations having a rare allele which becomes
advantageous following an environmental change are said to be preadapted.
Low-frequency alleles contribute little to the immediate response of a
population to selection but the magnitude of the long-term response over
many generations can be determined by the initial allelic diversity present
(Robertson 1960; James 1971; Mather 1982). Reliable data for allelic
diversity can be difficult to obtain; n is very sensitive to sample size and it
gives equal weight to all alleles regardless of their frequency.
Wright's (1931, 1943, '951 ) fixation indices can be used for comparisons
of genetic diversity across populations and studies of the genetic conse-
quences of population structure (e.g. Santos, Ruiz & Fontdevila 1989).
These indices were defined by Wright as the correlations in genetic
variation between uniting gametes relative to the subpopulation (/-/.v) and
to the total population (/*"//). /v,/ is the correlation of random gametes
within subpopulations relative to the total population; it is a measure of
the standardized among-population component of genetic variance. Nei
(1977, 19^7) reformulated /'"statistics as functions of observed and expected
heterozygosities.
The interpretation of F statistics obtained for natural populations is
rather controversial (see Nei 1986, 1987). They can undoubtedly be valu-
able in formulating hypotheses about the relative importance of random
genetic drift, gene flow and selection in influencing spatial patterns of
genetic differentiation (e.g. Allendorf 1983; Slatkin 1985, 1987). Gene
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flow between populations acts as a unifying influence. Neutral alleles
will tend to diverge in frequency among isolated (closed) popu-
lations due to the sampling effects of genetic drift (see p. 62).
Relatively low rates of gene flow will overcome this effect. Wright (1931)
showed that for neutral alleles, Fs/ = I/O + 4 Nm) where N is the size
of the local population, subpopulation or deme, and m is the average rate
of immigration in an 'island' model of population structure. In such a
model, migration refers to the exchange of reproductively successful
individuals among demes and the rate of migration among the equal-sized
colonies is independent of the distance between them. Migration in this
sense will thus result in gene flow between demes while migration in an
ecological sense may not necessarily do so. Higher rates of gene flow are
required to overcome the influence of differences in directional selection
among populations (e.g. Allendorf 1983). Other models of gene flow
include 'isolation by distance' in which populations are continuously dis-
tributed and gene flow is described by a continuous probability distribution
function, and one- or two-dimensional 'stepping-stone' models where
gene flow is predominantly between adjacent populations. These
have differing implications for spatial differentiation (see Rockwell &
Barrowclough 1987).
The effects of gene flow are illustrated by analysis of data for allelic
variation for eight enzymes in twenty-one Californian populations of the
butterfly Euphydryas cditha (Table 3.1). Ecological studies suggest that
for these populations Nm is of the order of o-oi; migration rates are very
low. Seven of the eight enzyme loci show much more similarity across
populations than can be accounted for by present-day patterns of gene
flow. Either selection is influencing the seven polymorphisms in similar
T A B I . K 3 . 1 . Values for the fixation index (Fw) and estimates of Nm derived from data
of McKcehnie, Ehrlich & White (1975) describing allelic variation at each of the indicated
enzyme loci in twenty one Californian populations of Euphydtyaa cditha (from Slatkin
1987).
Enzyme locus
I'Xm
Pgi
got
ak
bdh
K-KI'dh
to
hk
f'\,
0-028
0-052
0-017
0-062
0-034
0-027
0-035
0-291
Nm
8-7
4-6
14-5
3-8
7-1
9-0
6-9
mean = 7-8
0-6
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ways across populations or the pal terns are relics of substantial gene flow
and more continuous habitats in the past. The difference in the /-"-statistic
for the eighth locus (hk) indicates that either it, or a closely linked locus, is
strongly influenced by selection (Slatkin 1987). Gene flow in many other
invertebrates, such as many marine species with planktonic larvae or
arthropods with wind-dispersed life stages, will be much more extensive
for present-day populations.
P O L Y G E N I C V A R I A T I O N A N D Q U A N T I T A T I V E
CHARACTERS
The majority of adaptive responses to environmental changes involve
phenotypic traits which vary in a continuous manner (Falconer 11)89). The
traits may concern morphology, physiology, life history, behaviour or any
other feature of the phenotype. The phenotypic variation ( V,>) in any
continuous or quantitative trait can be partitioned into environmental
(Vf,:) and genetical (V(!) components or effects on its development:
V,. = V,, + V(;
(there is also a covariance term describing the distribution of genotypes
across environments). Quantitative characters are influenced by many
genes (polygenes) each of small effect on the phenotype. The effective
number of loci influencing a typical character has been estimated to range
from about 5 or 10 up to 20 (Lande 1981).
The genetic variance can be further partitioned into statistically additive
(VA) and non-additive (VNA) effects of alleles within and among loci. A
simple case of additivity would involve two genes which when acting
alone each produce a phenotype of i unit , while when acting in concert
produce one of 2 units. Non-additivity arises either from dominance of
alleles at the same locus (K/,) or from epistatic interactions between
alleles at different loci (K/, see Fig. 3.1):
V,, = VA+ V,.
Genetical analyses of quanti tat ive traits usually concentrate on at-
tempting to partition the phenotypic variance (Lawrence 1984; Falconer
1989). The components can be analysed only by indirect, statistical means.
They can all be estimated from phenotypic correlations between relatives.
The contribution of the additive genetic variance is of particular importance
since it indicates how rapidly the quantitative character would be ex-
pected to respond to selection. The heritability (h~) of a character de-
scribes the contribution to the phenotypic variance of the additive genetic
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effects relative to environmental influences during development:
h2 = VA/Vr.
Heritability is frequently estimated from the resemblance between families
of offspring and their parents. Figure 3.3 illustrates this relationship and
the responses to directional selection expected in populations exhibiting
differences in heritability. A low heritability and small additive genetic
variance is expected to lead to a slow shift in the mean value of a
character in a population in response to directional selection such as
might be associated with an environmental perturbation. If variation in a
character is entirely dependent on environmental effects there is no
evolutionary potential. A high heritability is likely to result in a rapid
response to directional selection.
When considering the consequences of an estimate of heritability
derived in the laboratory for a managed population it is important to bear
in mind that, strictly speaking, such an estimate applies only to the particular
stock and the particular laboratory environment used in the experiment.
Estimates are dependent on allele frequencies within the stock, and
laboratory environments are usually less variable than in the field and
will, therefore, tend to lead to overestimates of natural heritabilities (see
Boag & van Noordwijk (1987) for further discussion of the limitations).
Typical characters with a moderate heritability yield estimates of h2 of
0-3—0-6 (see examples in Fig. 3.10).
There has been an expanding interest in the genetical relationships,
measured as genetic covariances or correlations, between quantitative
characters. Such covariances, which are based on some genes exhibiting
effects on more than one character (pleiotropy), may constrain evolutionary
responses (Via & Lande 1985); a negative genetic correlation would, for
example, tend to slow a positive response to directional selection influencing
the two characters in a parallel way. A possible example of the involve-
ment of genetic covariances are switches in host-plant preferences by
phytophagous insects where larval performance on a host and oviposition
preference covary (e.g. Via 1984, 1986; Singer, Ng & Thomas 1988).
Studies of quantitative variation in wild populations of insects
(e.g. Lande & Arnold 1983; Koenig & Albano 1987) suggest that natural
selection may often focus on a small subset of characters during sporadic
intervals of extreme environmental conditions. The genetic variance-
covariance matrices underlying phenotypic variation in such subsets of
characters will be critical in determining the evolutionary response to
novel environments. The longer-term fitness of a natural or managed
population or, in simple terms, its ability to adapt to environmental
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h2 = 0-8
(b)
h2 = 0-2
Parents x (original) Parents x (original)
Selected
parents
FK.. 3.3. Relationships hclwccn hcritahility, parent-offspring regression and the response
Io selection for n hypothetical trait with either a high (a), or a low (h) contribution of
additive genetic variance to phenotypie variation. The upper diagrams show the
resemblance between offspring and their parents for a heritability of 0-8 and one of 0-2 (as
given by the slopes of the fitted regression lines). The middle part shows frequency
distributions of the trait in hypothetical parental populations with shading indicating the
occurrence of directional selection when only the largest or more extreme 25% of
individuals in these populations are successful in reproducing themselves (.V is the selection
differential). The lower distributions illustrate the predicted response (/?) in (he mean value
for the trait in populations of their offspring given the high or the low hcrilability (redrawn
from Boag & Noordwijk 1987).
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change is likely to be reflected in the genetic variation for quantitative
traits (see e.g. Beardmore 1983). Changes in several size and shape
characters in British populations of the swallowtail butterfly Papilio
machaon prior to its extinction may have been a response to changes in
habitat size and isolation, and in flight requirements (Dempster, King &
Lakhani 1976).
P O P U L A T I O N SIZE
This section examines some aspects of population size in invertebrates
while the following sections discuss the consequences of population dy-
namics for genetic variation. Invertebrates are commonly considered to
be r-selected. The tendency to large total populations in such-species is
associated with high intrinsic rates of increase, short generation times,
small body size and substantial gene flow resulting from migration among
populations. A good example is Drosophila melanogaster (e.g. Coyne &
Milstead 1987). However, many species or populations of particular rel-
evance to conservation biologists, especially on reserves in temperate
regions, do not conform to these generalizations. Thus, they are not
characterized by large populations with an open structure and high rates
of immigration; rather,their populations tend to be smaller, colonial
and more isolated from one another (e.g. Thomas 19833,^ , Warren
19873,b). Furthermore, with the increasingly rapid habitat loss, habitat
fragmentation and environmental change, small populations with a closed
structure are likely to become increasingly the rule.
Populations of invertebrates can also exhibit dramatic changes in
population size particularly in response to ecological succession or habitat
management. This is exemplified by studies on British butterflies (e.g.
Thomas 19833^; Warren 19873; Davis 1989). Several of these butterflies
occur in ecologically marginal regions which are likely to be es-
pecially prone to the effects of small and fluctuating population
sizes and the subdivision of populations (see Brussard 1984). They
are also likely to exhibit local adaptations to specialized physical or
ecological environments (see Fig. 3.1 and p. 50).
The absolute size of a population of reproductively mature animals
may not be closely related to the proportion of genetic variation transmitted
to the next generation. Clearly, if only a small proportion of the individ-
uals breed and contribute to the next generation, the effective size of the
population from a genetical perspective will be correspondingly much
reduced. Such factors as the sex ratio, non-random variability in the
number of offspring per individual and temporal fluctuations in the number
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of breeding individuals will all affect the rate of loss of genetic variation
when population size is finite. The concept of effective population size
has been developed to incorporate such factors (Crow & Kimura 1970;
Lande & Barrowclough 1987). Both non-random family sizes and unequal
sex ratios can dramatically influence effective numbers; a population of 10
males and 1000 females will lose genetic variation at the same rate as one
of 20 males and 20 females! The small number of males will act as a
'bottleneck' because half of the genetic information inherited by the next
generation comes from each sex.
There are several ways of estimating effective population size (e.g.
Crow & Kimura 1970; Begon. Krimbas & Loukas 19X0; Pollak 1983).
Estimation by direct means in natural populations of invertebrates is very
difficult because of the number of factors involved; the variance in offspring
number presenting particular problems. The effective number of breeding
individuals (/Vc) in many populations of invertebrates is probably sub-
stantial ly smaller than the number of mature adults. Table 3.2 gives some
estimates of effective adult numbers for eight generations in two populations
of l-'.uphydryus eililha at the Jaspar Ridge locality (Mueller cl al. 1985).
The variability which occurred from generation to generation is probably
typical for many invertebrates in temperate communities. Using the
well known approximation involving the harmonic mean (Lande &
Barrowclough 1987), the rate of loss of genetic variation from these
populations over the eight generations is the same as that expected from
populations of constant effective size of 138 (JRC) and 50 (JRH). These
values illustrate the disproportionate contribution made by the smaller
annual populations to effective numbers.
T A B L E 3 .2 . A series of estimates of effective population si/c (with standard errors) for
annual generations of fcn/t/tvdrva* eiiitha from Iwo sites ,ii the .Faspei Ridge locality in
( 'a l i fnrniu (from Mueller el at. 1985).
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The long series of estimates of adult numbers in an Oxford colony of
the scarlet tiger moth Callimorpha (=Panaxia) dominula also show how
variable population size can be. In this example, a progressive decrease in
the frequency of an allele controlling features of wing pattern was not
correlated with the changes in population size (Fig. 3.4). Although effective
population sizes may have been very much lower than those estimated,
there appears little doubt that this allele suffered a selective disadvantage
but the mechanism of selection remains unknown.
To summarize this section: populations of many invertebrates may be
subject to intermittent population crashes and, therefore, pass through
'bottlenecks' in numbers. A similar phenomenon will occur when a popu-
lation is established from a small number of founder individuals. In each
of these situations, the effective population size is likely to be (much)
smaller than the actual number of individuals present. Such a discrepancy
will accentuate the genetic effects of any reduction in population si/.c.
Estimates of effective numbers in small populations of invertebrates of
concern to conservationists are needed.
+ m mm
15000 r
1940 1950 1960 1970
Year
FIG. 3.4. Relationship between population size and the frequcney of the mediomgra allele
(m) determining the illustrated variation in wing pattern of the scarlet tiger moth Callimorpha
dominula at Cothill Fen. The wild type (+) and medionigra allclcs exhibit incomplete
dominance. Estimates of allele frequency are shown by circles with open symbols indicating
estimates based on fewer than i<x> moths (data from Ford 1975; after Parkin 1979).
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POPULATION BOTTLENECKS: LOSS OF
P O L Y M O R P H I S M AND HETEROZYGOSITY
A well-developed body of theory describes the expected loss of hetero-
zygosity for neutral allelcs due to random genetic drift when a (closed)
population passes through a bottleneck of small effective size. Genetic
drift refers to chance changes in allele frequencies as a result of random
sampling among gametes from generation to generation (Hartl 1980). It
has a greater effect upon small populations because small samples are
frequently not representative. The expected proportion of the original
heterozygosity remaining after a bottleneck is:
i -
2 N..
Table 3.3 shows that even very small populations are actually expected to
retain a substantial proportion of heterozygosity after a bottleneck lasting
for only one generation. However, the table also shows the more profound
effects of more prolonged periods of small size (see Nei, Maruyama &
Chakraborty 1975; Janson 1987). The consequences of a crash in numbers
in a managed population are, therefore, expected to be dependent not
only on the size of the original bottleneck but also on the rate of
recovery in effective numbers. The following expression describes the loss
of heterozygosity expected over a sequence of / generations:
-I/2NH, = /ƒ,> exp
The heterozygosity in the two populations of E. cditha at Jasper Ridge is
then expected to have declined by 3% (JRC) and 8% (JRH) from 1973 to
1980 (Table 3.2).
TA B i H 3.3. Percentage of the original hctcrozygoMty for neutral alleles expected to
remain after bottlenecks ol vanous sizes lasting for the indicated number of generations
(after Allcndorf 1986).
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Figure 3.53 shows examples of the expected rate of loss of allelic
diversity at a locus after single-generation bottlenecks. Unfortunately
as Allendorf (1986) has emphasized, the assumption of equal frequency
of the alleles is unrealistic. Figure 3.50 shows how rare alleles are especially
susceptible to loss during a bottleneck. To take a simple and extreme
case: a bottleneck of a single pair will constitute only four copies of a
single gene, so that the probability of losing an allele originally at a
frequency of o-oi is (o~99)4 ~ 0-96. Similarly, about 60% of such alleles
will be lost after a single-generation bottleneck of twenty-five individuals.
The three main effects of genetic drift associated with small populations
are: heterozygosity is expected to decline, rare alleles are expected to be
lost and variance among populations is expected to increase. The effect of
an episode of genetic drift depends on: (i) heterozygosity and allelic
diversity prior to the sampling event; (ii) the effective population size at
the sampling event; (iii) the number of generations over which the bottle-
neck occurs; (iv) the rate of increase in effective numbers thereafter;
(v) the distribution of fitness values over alleles and loci (selection); and
(vi) the amount of gene flow from other demographic units.
Another form of sampling error happens when mating tends to occur
between relatives. This is also more likely to be associated with small
populations and has similar consequences to genetic drift. Such inbreeding
increases the proportion of homozygous gene loci. It can, therefore, be
(a) (b)
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Fid. 3.5. The effect of bottlenecks in population xi/c on allelic diversity, (a) Original
number of alleles plotted against proportion of allelic diversity remaining after a bottleneck
of a single generation of 2, 4, 10 or 25 individuals. All alleles are assumed to be equally
frequent. Solid circles indicate the proportion of heterozygosity (//) expected to be
retained, (b) The probability of retaining a rare allele (at frequency o-oi , 0-05, or o - i ) after
a single-generation bottleneck of size N (redrawn from Allendorf 1986).
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associated with: (i) an increasing expression of detrimental recessive
alleles; (ii) decreasing frequencies of individuals exhibiting heterozygous
advantage; and (iii) decreasing variability among offspring. These effects
are all likely to reduce the potential for adaptation, although I am
not aware of any studies of the consequences of inbreeding in natural
populations of invertebrates.
L A B O R A T O R Y AND FIELD STUDIES
OF POLYMORPHISM
The three main effects of genetic drift at bottlenecks have been docu-
mented many times in laboratory populations, especially of Drosophila
and Tribolium (e.g. Buri 1956; Dobzhansky & Pavlovsky 1957: Rich, Bell
& Wilson 1979; Wool 1987).
There are also numerous data sets showing differences in allozyme
variation among natural populations of invertebrates which have been
interpreted as evidence for genetic drift associated with bottlenecks or
small founding populations (e.g. Janson 19X7; Black et al. 1988; work
cited in Wool 1987). Data for colour polymorphisms in a spider and a
snail show how historical disturbance of habitats and the populations they
support can produce genetic differentiation among populations through
genetic drift (Goodhart 1973; Cameron & Dillon 1984; Oxford & Shaw
1986; Oxford 1989). Here I will illustrate some of the effects of genetic
drif t using data describing the frequency of colour pattern phenotypes,
controlled by a series of alleles at a major gene locus, in populations of
the rather sedentary homopteran Pliilacnus s/mniarius in the Isles of
Scilly (Brakefield ^89, 1990). This isolated archipelago is located off south-
west England and was formed essentially from a single granitic land mass
some 1500 years or generations ago. Large samples of the spittlebug were
obtained from twenty-six islands varying in size from 0-2 to 622 ha.
Six alleles are present in the Isles of Scilly. Two common alleles with
frequencies of 0-88 and o-io determine three non-melanic phenotypes
(Fig. 3.6). A series of melanic forms which are each at a low or very low
frequency is controlled by other alleles. One of these alleles was detected
only on one small island where it was, however, at a frequency of about
0-08. It may have originated //; situ as some form of mutation; if the
population was then small, the allele may have been at an appreciable
frequency throughout its history.
The smaller islands support populations which are more variable in
heterozygosity at this locus than the larger islands (Fig. 3.6). This pattern
is not an artefact of variation in sample size and appears to be the result
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Island area (ha) (log scale]
Fu.. T,.h. (a) Phcnotypic diversity ( / / / •) and (h) genie diversity (hetcro/.ygosity, //x) in
samples of female spittlcbugs, l'liilai'nm s/»i«n«nns, from islands of varying si/e in the Isles
of Seilly arehipelago. The most frequent phcnotypcs are illustrated (with abbreviated
names) with three non-mclanies to the left and three melanies to the right. The phcnotypic
variation is controlled by a scries of allcles at a single loeus. Populations on smaller islands
show greater variability in diversity indices apparently due to the effects of genetic drift.
Bars in (a) indicate 95% confidence limits (from Brakeficld 1989).
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of genetic drift associated with winter storms inundating the small, low-
lying islands to produce intermittent bottlenecks or founder events as-
sociated with extinction-recolonization cycles. Three of the ten smallest
islands which were sampled showed no melanics in large samples and,
therefore, appeared to represent cases of loss of rare alleles through
genetic drift. This rate of fixation of alleles is consistent with bottlenecks
or founding populations equivalent to effective numbers of the order of
thirty insects. Simulations show that such bottlenecks would produce
substantially increased variance among island populations with little change
in the mean value of heterozygosity across islands (Fig. 3.7). This is
similar to the pattern evident in the natural populations (Fig. 3.6). The
loss of rare alleles in, and the variance in genetic diversity among sub-
populations are much more sensitive to genetic drift than is the hetero-
zygosity averaged across subpopulations.
METAPOPULATION STRUCTURE
The populations of the smaller islands in the Isles of Scilly appear to
conform to a 'shifting mosaic' type of population dynamics. Levins (1970)
used the term metapopulation to describe such a system of interacting
local populations in which individual subunits may become extinct and
subsequently be recolonized by immigration from other subpopulations
which have remained viable. Not all the smaller islands in the Isles of
Scilly had been colonized at the time of sampling. Total populations on
the largest islands are extremely large and very unlikely to experience
bottlenecks. This proposed structure is closely similar to that described in
detail for the checkerspot butterfly Euphydryas editha in part of California
(Harrison, Murphy & Ehrlich 1988) and likely to be paralleled in
many other invertebrates including the butterflies Lysandra bellargus,
Thymelicus acteon and Mellicta athalia in southern England (Thomas
i983a,b; Warren 1987^. The distribution of local populations of the
checkerspot butterfly was predictable from a series of habitat variables
and distance from a source of colonists. High rates of turnover of local
populations may be characteristic of small patches of low quality. Many
local populations of invertebrates, including these butterflies, are likely to
have become successfully established from a small number of founders;
this is known to have been the case for some natural colonizations or
reintroductions of butterflies to individual sites in Britain (Oates &
Warren 1989).
The extent of genetic differentiation within a metapopulation depends
on turnover rates, the patterns of movement between habitat patches and
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Fid. 3.7. Results from simulations involving applying single-generation sampling effects
(hottleneeks) to a hypothetical 'total' Isles of Scilly population of the colour-polymorphic
spittlehug Philaenus spumanus (sec Fig. 3.6): (a) mean index of gcnic diversity
(hctcrozygosity, HK), and (h) 95% confidence interval ol IIK. Arrows indicate the magnitude
of sampling effect yielding a rate of loss of the rare melanie allclcs similar to that observed
among the smallest islands (from Brakefield 1989).
on the relative magnitudes of the number of colonists and the number of
migrants moving between extant populations (Wade & McCauley iy88)-
The survival of a metapopulation and its particular genetic structure wi l l
thus depend not only on the persistence and number of extant populations
and the availability of empty suitable habitat patches, but also on the
spatial arrangement of all patches and the suitability of intervening habitat
for migratory movement (Quinn & Hastings 1987; Murphy & Weiss
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Hanski 19X9). If the establishment of nature reserves or the management
of habitats within them results in isolation of only a (small) proportion of
the subpopulations which were formerly part of a larger metapopulation
this may decrease the chance of persistence of the whole unit (see Hanski
1989). Movements between extant populations may reduce any deleterious
effects of genetic drift or mating between relatives in small populations
such as those which would otherwise be likely in some of the local
populations of E. editha at Jasper Ridge (see Table 3.2; Mueller et al.
'CSS)-
BOTTLENECKS AND POLYGENIC VARIATION
Genetic drift is expected to result in loss of additive genetic variance in a
similar way to allelic variation at individual loci (Franklin 1980: Lande &
Barrowclough 1987). Thus, the expected loss in VA in a single-generation
bottleneck is i/2/Yc (Lande 1980). Franklin (1980) reported that laboratory
experiments, although far less extensive than for polymorphic traits,
indicated a decline in heritability of morphological traits following extreme
bottlenecks.
The restoration of variation in neutral alleles at individual polymorphic
genes will only occur very slowly (on the scale of the reciprocal of the
mutation rate = [O9—IO6 generations). Although additive genetic variance
for a quantitative trait will recover more rapidly, the time-scale of a few
hundred or a few thousand years is still unlikely to be very relevant to
conservation programmes. Franklin (1980) proposes from considerations
of the theoretical relationships between genetic drift, mutation and popu-
lation dynamics, that to maintain most of the additive genetic variance,
the minimum effective size of a population should be 50 in the short-term
or 500 in the long-term. The derivation of these guide numbers and the
problem of what is, or should be, implied from 'short-term' or 'long-term'
is discussed further by Soûlé et al. (198(1). Lande & Barrowclough (1987)
and Pimm, Jones & Diamond (1988). Problems of time horizons are
frequently discussed on a scale of years which takes no account of gener-
ation time. The short generation time of most invertebrates will clearly
present more opportunity for loss of genetic variation than in organisms
with longer generation times.
BRYANT'S E X P E R I M E N T S WITH HOUSEFLIES
historical treatment of quantitative characters in the context of con-
servation has concentrated on additive genetic variance. Some important
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bottleneck experiments performed by E. Bryant using the housefly Musca
domestica and some recent development of theory by C. Goodnight show
that more attention should be paid to non-additive components of genetic
variance and interactions between genes.
The basic experimental design used by Bryant, McCommas & Combs
(1986) and Bryant, Meffert & McCommas (1990) is illustrated in
Fig. 3.8. Variability at four polymorphic enzyme loci, in eight morphometric
traits and in several variables related to fitness and viability was moni-
tored in experimental lines established from a natural outbred population
and subjected to a series of five bottlenecks of one, four or sixteen pairs
of flies. Each line was allowed to 'flush' following a bottleneck up to a
population size of about 1000 pairs. Controls were maintained at around
this level. Allozyme heterozygosity declined roughly as expected in the
bottleneck lines (Bryant, Meffert & McCommas 1990).
The first important phenomenon that this experiment illustrates is that
individual selection can (rapidly) restore initial loss of fitness associated
with genetic drift (or inbreeding). Figure 3.9 shows how in most experimen-
tal lines, including one experiencing single-pair bottlenecks, loss of viability
was transient with recovery occurring over the course of the experiment.
This appears to have been the result of individuals of relatively high
fitness due to their particular genetic properties contributing more offspring
in earlier generations than the majority of other individuals of reduced
viability. The single-pair bottleneck line which showed a final viability
comparable to the controls also showed a much reduced heterozygosity at
the enzyme loci by the end of the experiment. This illustrates again that
2000
Generations
Bottleneck 1
1 4 r 16
(plus controls}
with two
replicate lines
Flush
period
(c. 5
generations)
Measure:(a) morphometrics
of 8 traits, e.g.
wing length
& head width;(b) allozyme
polymorphism
Assessment of
fitness in subcultures
(a) egg-adult survival,
(b) total biomass,
(c) % sterile pairs,
(d) mating success
Estimate heritabilities
FIG. 3.8. Design of the experiments of E. Bryant to investigate the cffcets of a sequence of
single-generation bottlenecks on genetic variation in lines of the housefly Musca domestic0
established from a single large natural population. Measurements or estimates were made
following the flush period after each bottleneck.
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there may be little correspondence between electrophoretic variability
and fitness. It is also well known that highly inbred (and homozygous)
lines of Drosophila and other organisms which have been maintained
over many generations can, at least in laboratory environments, exhibit
high viability. This may at least partly result from earlier loss of less
viable lines and thus from a process of inter-line selection (Bryant, Meffert
& McCommas 1990; Falconer 1989). Templeton (1986) discusses similar
phenomena with regard to processes which can restore the high fitness
associated with specific interactions between genes following disruption of
such coadapted gene complexes due to outbreeding or crossing between
previously isolated populations. Such problems in the context of conser-
vation are most likely when captive breeding is based on stocks from
different (widely separated) populations or when adding stocks to an
extant population.
Measurements of phenotypic variation and estimates of heritability for
the morphometric traits made after the first bottleneck (founder-Hush
cycle) in the housefly experiments indicated that additive genetic variances
had generally increased relative to controls, rather than decreased
(Fig. 3.10). This was particularly evident in the lines with bottlenecks of
intermediate size. Complex changes in patterns of size and shape of the
flies occurred in the bottleneck lines; certain lines changing more in size
components and others in shape. The differentiation among lines was
more than predicted by genetic drift; single-pair bottlenecks disrupted the
genetic covariances across the traits while those of intermediate si/e
increased the average genetic correlation among traits (Bryant, Combs &
McCommas 1986; Bryant & Meffert 1988). Bryant and his co-workers
interpreted their results as implying that predominantly non-additive
components of genetic variation (V/> and V,) affected the traits in the
base population and that such non-additive components could be trans-
formed into additive components during bottleneck episodes or founder
events (Bryant, McCommas & Combs 1986; Bryant & Meffert 1988).
Goodnight (1987, 1988) has shown explicitly how epistatic variance for
quantitative traits in an ancestral population can be transformed into
additive genetic variance in a derived bottleneck population. The levels of
VA can be several times higher than in the original population when there
is epistasis. Bryant & Meffert (1988) discuss the, as yet limited, examples
of epistasis influencing quantitative characters. In general, characters
most closely related to fitness have low heritabilities (e.g. Falconer 1989)'
with non-additive genetic effects likely to be relatively important. The
fate of genes influencing such characters is likely to be of particular
consequence to continuing viability following a bottleneck.
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FK,. 3,10. Relationship between (he si/e of (lie first bottleneck imposed DEI the experimental
lines of the housetlics (see Fig. 3.8) and estimates of heritahility made afler the subsequent
'flush' period for six morphomelrie traits: WL, wing length; WW. wing width; ML.
mctafcmur length; HW, head width; SW, seutellum width; TS, length of thoracic suture. If
no underscore is present, the he r i t ah i l i l y differs significantly from that for the control. C
(after Bryant, Combs & McConimas 1986).
CONCLUSIONS A N D M A N A G E M E N T DESIGN
The results of Bryant's experiments on houseflies are of particular import-
ance to conservation biologists in indicating that populations which have
suffered bottlenecks in size, even extreme ones, may retain substantial
potential for evolutionary adaptation. Interactions between genes are as
yet comparatively poorly understood. The precise mechanisms involved
in the phenomena described by Bryant are unclear, as are the relationships
between the actual genetic systems and the statistical variance components.
The existence of coadaptation between genes and of forms of non-additive
genetic contributions to quantitative variation are likely to make variability
within populations more resistant to loss than would be expected on the
basis of theory developed largely from the perspective of genes acting
independently from one another and in a purely additive manner (see
Berry 1983).
Given that populations of invertebrates do not first become extinct for
Purely ecological reasons, novel patterns of genetic variation associated
with a short bottleneck may provide potential for successful re-establish-
ment and for adaptive responses to environmental change or perturbation.
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Bottlenecks which extend over many generations may produce much
more serious consequences. In some cases, loss of rare alleles from small
or very small populations will reduce the chance of a population adapting
to a future environmental perturbation.
The following components of policy, when incorporated into a man-
agement programme for a population or community of invertebrates,
would be expected to minimize loss of genetic diversity (listed roughly in
descending order of priority).
1 Maintain a large or substantial population size, where possible maxi-
mizing the proportion of adults contributing to reproduction.
2 Minimize the incidence of bottlenecks in population size.
3 Minimize the duration of any bottlenecks.
4 Maintain migration (gene flow) between, and the continuity of any
local populations.
5 Maintain appropriate environmental heterogeneity both within and
between biotopes.
In general, any such management programme which is successful in
maintaining population sizes of the order of a few hundred individuals is
unlikely to be unsucces'sful because of loss of genetic variation. Even
when effective numbers are consistently smaller than this, perhaps with
intermittent short bottlenecks of ten or a few tens of breeding individuals,
genetic variation is, in practice, almost always likely to be of less conse-
quence to practicing conservationists than the likelihood of population
extinction due to one of the many possible ecological or man-made causes
(e.g. Murphy & Weiss 1988). In other words, because maximization of
population size is of paramount concern to managers of natural populations
of invertebrates wishing to minimize the chance of 'ecological extinction',
it is in general not necessary to set up the maintenance of genetic variation as
a spécifie major concern (see Berry 1983; Bryant, Meffert & McCommas
1990). Were the perspective of the conservationist to switch to a
substantially longer time-scale, more specific emphasis on genetic variances
and evolutionary potential would be necessitated.
Uncertainties of this type are not the only problem when attempting
to apply the theory of population genetics and the insights of evolutionary
genetics to practical objectives in conservation. As we have seen, although
theory has been developed which predicts changes of genetic variance as
a function of population structure and dynamics, and some empirical data
describe such changes and their consequences in laboratory population
cages, there are few direct data from natural populations which enable
the theory to be applied with full confidence in conservation programmes.
Thus, one concern with interpreting the significance of the results of
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laboratory experiments, such as those of Bryant on houseflies, is whether
the apparently strong viability of bottleneck lines would also be manifested
under field conditions. Species or populations of invertebrates in temper-
ate communities are commonly considered to be r-selected and charac-
terized by high intrinsic rates of increase (/•), short generation times,
small body size, large total population sizes and substantial gene flow
resulting from migration between populations. The empirical data from
laboratory experiments are based on species, such as the house fly and
Drosophila meUmogOSter (e.g. Coyne & Milstead 1987), which exhibit
these characteristics. Such features of biology and population structure
would tend to reduce their sensitivity to the loss of genetic variation from
populations in the field. Unfortunately, many species of particular relevance
to conservation biologists, especially on many reserves in temperate re-
gions, do not conform to such generalizations (see Frankel & Soule
1981). Furthermore, the continuing loss, fragmentation and change of
habitats (e.g. Wilcove, McLellan & Dobson 1981; Murphy & Weiss 1988;
Webb 1989) means that individual populations of many other species are
increasingly beset by man-induced problems associated with isolation,
small population size and environmental change. Longer-term monitoring
of population dynamics and genetic variances in managed populations,
and also experimental studies of more relevant laboratory systems are
sorely needed. Studies of species relevant to conservationists, in which
the relationships between ecological success and genetic diversity are
examined for natural and laboratory populations established from different
numbers of founders from a single source, would be especially exciting.
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